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How to use the Dictionary

Aa
atËmoËsphere /ˈætməsfɪə $ -fɪr/ S3 W2 n
1 [C,U] the feeling that an event or place gives you: The
hotel had a lovely relaxed atmosphere. | The atmosphere at
home was rather tense. | [+of] An atmosphere of optimism
dominated the conference.
2 [U] if a place or event has atmosphere, it is interesting:
The castle was centuries old and full of atmosphere. | The
match was lacking in atmosphere.
3 the atmosphere the mixture of gases that surrounds the
Earth
4 [C] the mixture of gases that surrounds a PLANET
5 [C usually singular] the air inside a room: a smoky atmos-
phere
beard1 /bɪəd $ bɪrd/ S3 n [C]
1 hair that grows around a man’s chin and cheeks
➝ moustache
2 something similar to a beard, such as hair growing on
an animal’s chin —bearded adj
beard2 v [T] beard sb (in their den) to go and see
someone who has influence or authority, and tell them
what you want, why you disagree with them etc
broËken1 /ˈbrəʊkən $ ˈbroʊ/ v the past participle of
BREAK

broken2 S3 W2 adj
1 PIECE OF EQUIPMENT not working properly: The CD play-
er’s broken again. | Do you know how the phone got broken
(=became broken)?
2 OBJECT in small pieces because it has been hit,
dropped etc: Mind the broken glass. | Wrap it up well so it
doesn’t get broken (=become broken) in the mail.
3 BONE cracked because you have had an accident: a
badly broken leg | Gibbs had an X-ray, which revealed no
broken bones.
4 NOT CONTINUOUS interrupted and not continuous: a bro-
ken white line | a long noisy night of broken sleep
5 PERSON extremely weak mentally or physically because
you have suffered a lot: He returned from the war a broken
man.
6 broken English/French etc if you speak in broken English,
French etc, you speak slowly and make a lot of mistakes
because you know only a little of the language

7 broken home a family that no longer lives together
because the parents have DIVORCEd: The majority of offend-
ers do not come from broken homes.
8 broken marriage a marriage that has ended because the
husband and wife do not live together anymore
9 a broken heart a feeling of extreme sadness, especially
because someone you love has died or left you: I reckon
she died of a broken heart.
10 a broken society a society which has many social and
financial problems: This report paints a depressing picture of
Britain's broken society.
THESAURUS
broken if something is broken, it does not work
properly: I think my watch is broken. | The camera got
broken when we were on holiday.
out of order [not before noun] if a machine, especially
one used by the public, is out of order, it is not
working for a temporary period: Every phone I tried
was out of order. | The toilets were all out of order.
down [not before noun] if a computer system is down,
it is not working: The computer system was down all
afternoon, so we went home. | go down (=stop
working): The network went down at 11:00 and we lost
the whole morning’s work.
there’s something wrong with sth used when
saying that a car, machine etc does not work
properly and you do not know why: There’s something
wrong with my car; I think it might be the battery.
sth has had it informal used when saying that a car,
machine etc is completely broken and cannot be
repaired: I’m afraid the bike’s had it.

buËtane /ˈbjuːteɪn/ n [U] a gas stored in liquid form,
used for cooking and heating

buy1 /baɪ/ S1 W1 v (past tense and past participle
bought /bɔːt $ bɒːt/)
1 a) [I,T] to get something by paying money for it
OPP sell: Where did you buy that dress? | Ricky showed her
the painting he’d bought that morning. | buy sb sth Let me
buy you a drink. | buy sth for sb/sth The money will be used
to buy equipment for the school. | buy (sth) from sb It’s
cheaper to buy direct from the manufacturer. | buy sth for
$10/£200 etc Dan bought the car for $2,000. | It’s much
cheaper to buy in bulk (=buy large quantities of some-
thing). b) [T] if a sum of money buys something, it is
enough to pay for it: $50 doesn’t buy much these days. | buy
sb sth $15 should buy us a pizza and a drink.
2 buy (sb) time to deliberately make more time for your-
self to do something, for example by delaying a decision:
‘Can we talk about it later?’ he said, trying to buy a little
more time.
3 [T] informal to believe something that someone tells
you, especially when it is not likely to be true: ‘Let’s just
say it was an accident.’ ‘He’ll never buy that.’
4 [T] informal to pay money to someone, especially
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FINDING A WORD OR PHRASE

Words that have more than one part of speech
Words that have the same spelling, but have 
different parts of speech, are listed separately and 
given different numbers.

Words that have more than one spelling
If a word is spelt differently in British and American 
English, the definition and examples are shown at 
the British spelling, and there is a cross-reference 
from the American spelling.
If a word has more than one spelling, the different 
spellings are shown together at the beginning of the 
entry.

Derived words
Derived words are shown at the end of the entry. 
These are words that can easily be understood  
if you know the meaning of the main word.  
Many of them end in ‘-ly’ or ‘-ness’.

Compound words
Compound words are treated like ordinary words  
and listed in alphabetical order as if there were  
no space or hyphen in them.

Position of idioms and phrases
Idioms and phrases are shown at the first important 
word of the phrase or idiom. For example the jury is 
(still) out on sth is shown at jury. Idioms and phrases 
are listed with the other senses of the word in 
frequency order.

Phrasal verbs
Phrasal verbs are listed in alphabetical order after 
the main verb.
If the phrasal verb has an object, this is shown as 
sb (=somebody) or sth (=something). The symbol 
↔ means that the object can come before or after 
the particle. For example key something in or key in 
something.

class + NOUN
a class system/structure (=a social system that has
classes) He felt he was a victim of the class system.
a class division Nowadays, class divisions are related
to economic status.
class differences (=differences that exist because of
your class) There are noticeable class differences in
family size.
the class struggle/war (=disagreement or fighting
between different classes) | class conflict

COLLOCATIONS – MEANINGS 3 & 4
ADJECTIVES/NOUN + class
a French/geography/history etc class I have a
history class at nine o'clock today.
an evening class Mum goes to an evening class on
Tuesdays.
a beginners’/elementary/intermediate/advanced
class (=teaching different levels of a subject)
VERBS
go to/attend a class I’ve got to go to a science class
now.
attend class (=go to classes regularly) You can’t pass
your exams if you don’t attend class.
take a class (=go to classes as a student) I’m taking
some art classes at the moment.
teach a class One of the other teachers was ill so I
taught her class.
miss a class (=not go to one) | be late for class |
have a class especially AmE (=as a student or
teacher) | hold a class (=provide a class)

class2 v [T] to consider people, things etc as
belonging to a particular group, using an official system
SYN classify: class sb/sth as sth Heroin and cocaine are
classed as hard drugs. GRAMMAR Class is often passive.

cloth /klɒθ $ klɒːθ/ S3 n
1 [U] material used for making things such as clothes:
cotton/woollen/silk etc cloth a dress of the finest silk cloth
2 [C] a piece of cloth used for a particular purpose: She
mopped her face with a wet cloth. | Is there a clean cloth for
the table? ➝ DISHCLOTH, FACECLOTH, TABLECLOTH
3man of the cloth formal a Christian priest

exËtent /ɪkˈstent/ S2 W1 n
1 to ... extent used to say how true something is or how
great an effect or change is: to a certain extent/to some
extent/to an extent (=partly)We all to some extent remem-
ber the good times and forget the bad. | I do agree with him
to an extent. | to a great/large extent Its success will depend
to a large extent on local attitudes. | to a lesser/greater
extent (=less or more) It will affect farmers in Spain and to
a lesser extent in France. | They examined the extent to which
(=how much) age affected language-learning ability. | To
what extent (=how much) did she influence his decision? |
to such an extent that/to the extent that (=so much that)
Violence increased to the extent that residents were afraid to
leave their homes.
2 [U] how large, important, or serious something is, espe-
cially something such as a problem or injury: [+of] Con-
sidering the extent of his injuries, he’s lucky to be alive. | It’s
too early to assess the full extent of the damage.
3 [U] the length or size of something: They opened out the
nets to their full extent. | in extent The region is over 10,000
square kilometres in extent. THESAURUSc SIZE

COLLOCATIONS – MEANING 2
ADJECTIVES
the full extent He refused to reveal the full extent of
his debts.
the actual/true extent Rescue workers still do not
know the true extent of the disaster.

VERBS
know/realize the extent of sth We do not yet know
the extent of the damage.

understand the extent of sth Other people didn’t
seem to understand the extent of his disability.
discover/find out the extent of sthWe were shocked
when we discovered the extent of the fraud.
assess/establish/determine the extent of sth We
are still trying to assess the extent of the problem.
show/reveal the extent of sth These pictures show
the extent of the devastation caused by the earthquake.

faËvorËaËble /ˈfeɪvərəbəl/ adj the American spelling of
FAVOURABLE

faËvourËaËble BrE, favorable AmE /ˈfeɪvərəbəl/
adj
1 a favourable report, opinion, or reaction shows that you
think that someone or something is good or that you
agree with them: favourable film reviews | The response has
been overwhelmingly favorable.
2 suitable and likely to make something happen or suc-
ceed: The disease spreads quickly under favourable
conditions. | [+for/to] a financial environment that is favora-
ble to job creation
3 if a LOAN, agreement, rate etc is favourable, the condi-
tions of it are reasonable and not too expensive or diffi-
cult: a favourable interest rate | the favorable terms of the
settlement
4making people like or approve of someone or some-
thing: A smart appearance makes a favourable impression at
an interview. —favourably adv
fecËund /ˈfekənd, ˈfiːkənd/ adj formal able to produce
many children, young animals, or crops SYN fertile
—fecundity /fɪˈkʌndəti/ n [U]
feËmale1 /ˈfiːmeɪl/ S3 W2 adj
1 relating to women or girls OPP male ➝ feminine: female
voters | Over half of the staff are female.
2 belonging to the sex that can have babies or produce
eggs OPP male: a female spider
3 a female plant or flower produces fruit OPP male
4 technical a female part of a piece of equipment has
holes into which the male part can be fitted OPP male
female2 W3 n [C]
1 an animal that belongs to the sex that can have babies
or produce eggs OPP male
2 a woman or girl OPP male: As a group, females performed
better on the test than males. THESAURUSc WOMAN
3 a plant that produces flowers or fruit OPP male
genËeËsis /ˈdʒenɪsɪs/ n [singular] formal the beginning or
origin of something: [+of] the genesis of the myth
ˈgene ˌtherapy n [U] a way of treating certain diseases
by using GENETIC ENGINEERING

geËnetËic /dʒəˈnetɪk/ adj relating to GENEs or
GENETICS: genetic defects | each person’s genetic make-up |
genetic research —genetically /-kli/ adv: genetically deter-
mined characteristics
geˌnetically ˈmodified (also geˌnetically enginˈeered)
adj (abbreviation GM) genetically modified foods or plants
have had their genetic structure changed so that they are
not affected by particular diseases or harmful insects
juËry /ˈdʒʊəri $ ˈdʒʊri/ S3 W3 n (plural juries)
[C]
1 a group of often 12 ordinary people who listen to the
details of a case in court and decide whether someone is
guilty or not: the members of the jury | The jury found him
not guilty. | the right to trial by jury | sit/serve on a jury (=be
part of a jury)
2 a group of people chosen to judge a competition
3 the jury is (still) out on sth used to say that something
has not been finally decided: Is it good value? The jury is
still out on that. ➝ GRAND JURY

key1 /kiː/ S1 W2 n [C]
1 LOCK a small specially shaped piece of metal that you
put into a lock and turn in order to lock or unlock a door,
start a car etc: house/car keys I lost my house keys. | A
bunch of keys hung from his belt. | [+to] I can lend you a
spare key to the store until you get one cut (=made).
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class + NOUN
a class system/structure (=a social system that has
classes) He felt he was a victim of the class system.
a class division Nowadays, class divisions are related
to economic status.
class differences (=differences that exist because of
your class) There are noticeable class differences in
family size.
the class struggle/war (=disagreement or fighting
between different classes) | class conflict

COLLOCATIONS – MEANINGS 3 & 4
ADJECTIVES/NOUN + class
a French/geography/history etc class I have a
history class at nine o'clock today.
an evening class Mum goes to an evening class on
Tuesdays.
a beginners’/elementary/intermediate/advanced
class (=teaching different levels of a subject)
VERBS
go to/attend a class I’ve got to go to a science class
now.
attend class (=go to classes regularly) You can’t pass
your exams if you don’t attend class.
take a class (=go to classes as a student) I’m taking
some art classes at the moment.
teach a class One of the other teachers was ill so I
taught her class.
miss a class (=not go to one) | be late for class |
have a class especially AmE (=as a student or
teacher) | hold a class (=provide a class)

class2 v [T] to consider people, things etc as
belonging to a particular group, using an official system
SYN classify: class sb/sth as sth Heroin and cocaine are
classed as hard drugs. GRAMMAR Class is often passive.

cloth /klɒθ $ klɒːθ/ S3 n
1 [U] material used for making things such as clothes:
cotton/woollen/silk etc cloth a dress of the finest silk cloth
2 [C] a piece of cloth used for a particular purpose: She
mopped her face with a wet cloth. | Is there a clean cloth for
the table? ➝ DISHCLOTH, FACECLOTH, TABLECLOTH
3man of the cloth formal a Christian priest

exËtent /ɪkˈstent/ S2 W1 n
1 to ... extent used to say how true something is or how
great an effect or change is: to a certain extent/to some
extent/to an extent (=partly)We all to some extent remem-
ber the good times and forget the bad. | I do agree with him
to an extent. | to a great/large extent Its success will depend
to a large extent on local attitudes. | to a lesser/greater
extent (=less or more) It will affect farmers in Spain and to
a lesser extent in France. | They examined the extent to which
(=how much) age affected language-learning ability. | To
what extent (=how much) did she influence his decision? |
to such an extent that/to the extent that (=so much that)
Violence increased to the extent that residents were afraid to
leave their homes.
2 [U] how large, important, or serious something is, espe-
cially something such as a problem or injury: [+of] Con-
sidering the extent of his injuries, he’s lucky to be alive. | It’s
too early to assess the full extent of the damage.
3 [U] the length or size of something: They opened out the
nets to their full extent. | in extent The region is over 10,000
square kilometres in extent. THESAURUSc SIZE

COLLOCATIONS – MEANING 2
ADJECTIVES
the full extent He refused to reveal the full extent of
his debts.
the actual/true extent Rescue workers still do not
know the true extent of the disaster.

VERBS
know/realize the extent of sth We do not yet know
the extent of the damage.

understand the extent of sth Other people didn’t
seem to understand the extent of his disability.
discover/find out the extent of sthWe were shocked
when we discovered the extent of the fraud.
assess/establish/determine the extent of sth We
are still trying to assess the extent of the problem.
show/reveal the extent of sth These pictures show
the extent of the devastation caused by the earthquake.

faËvorËaËble /ˈfeɪvərəbəl/ adj the American spelling of
FAVOURABLE

faËvourËaËble BrE, favorable AmE /ˈfeɪvərəbəl/
adj
1 a favourable report, opinion, or reaction shows that you
think that someone or something is good or that you
agree with them: favourable film reviews | The response has
been overwhelmingly favorable.
2 suitable and likely to make something happen or suc-
ceed: The disease spreads quickly under favourable
conditions. | [+for/to] a financial environment that is favora-
ble to job creation
3 if a LOAN, agreement, rate etc is favourable, the condi-
tions of it are reasonable and not too expensive or diffi-
cult: a favourable interest rate | the favorable terms of the
settlement
4making people like or approve of someone or some-
thing: A smart appearance makes a favourable impression at
an interview. —favourably adv
fecËund /ˈfekənd, ˈfiːkənd/ adj formal able to produce
many children, young animals, or crops SYN fertile
—fecundity /fɪˈkʌndəti/ n [U]
feËmale1 /ˈfiːmeɪl/ S3 W2 adj
1 relating to women or girls OPP male ➝ feminine: female
voters | Over half of the staff are female.
2 belonging to the sex that can have babies or produce
eggs OPP male: a female spider
3 a female plant or flower produces fruit OPP male
4 technical a female part of a piece of equipment has
holes into which the male part can be fitted OPP male
female2 W3 n [C]
1 an animal that belongs to the sex that can have babies
or produce eggs OPP male
2 a woman or girl OPP male: As a group, females performed
better on the test than males. THESAURUSc WOMAN
3 a plant that produces flowers or fruit OPP male
genËeËsis /ˈdʒenɪsɪs/ n [singular] formal the beginning or
origin of something: [+of] the genesis of the myth
ˈgene ˌtherapy n [U] a way of treating certain diseases
by using GENETIC ENGINEERING

geËnetËic /dʒəˈnetɪk/ adj relating to GENEs or
GENETICS: genetic defects | each person’s genetic make-up |
genetic research —genetically /-kli/ adv: genetically deter-
mined characteristics
geˌnetically ˈmodified (also geˌnetically enginˈeered)
adj (abbreviation GM) genetically modified foods or plants
have had their genetic structure changed so that they are
not affected by particular diseases or harmful insects
juËry /ˈdʒʊəri $ ˈdʒʊri/ S3 W3 n (plural juries)
[C]
1 a group of often 12 ordinary people who listen to the
details of a case in court and decide whether someone is
guilty or not: the members of the jury | The jury found him
not guilty. | the right to trial by jury | sit/serve on a jury (=be
part of a jury)
2 a group of people chosen to judge a competition
3 the jury is (still) out on sth used to say that something
has not been finally decided: Is it good value? The jury is
still out on that. ➝ GRAND JURY

key1 /kiː/ S1 W2 n [C]
1 LOCK a small specially shaped piece of metal that you
put into a lock and turn in order to lock or unlock a door,
start a car etc: house/car keys I lost my house keys. | A
bunch of keys hung from his belt. | [+to] I can lend you a
spare key to the store until you get one cut (=made).

+++ high-frequency ++‡ mid-frequency +‡‡ low-frequency 3 key
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class + NOUN
a class system/structure (=a social system that has
classes) He felt he was a victim of the class system.
a class division Nowadays, class divisions are related
to economic status.
class differences (=differences that exist because of
your class) There are noticeable class differences in
family size.
the class struggle/war (=disagreement or fighting
between different classes) | class conflict

COLLOCATIONS – MEANINGS 3 & 4
ADJECTIVES/NOUN + class
a French/geography/history etc class I have a
history class at nine o'clock today.
an evening class Mum goes to an evening class on
Tuesdays.
a beginners’/elementary/intermediate/advanced
class (=teaching different levels of a subject)
VERBS
go to/attend a class I’ve got to go to a science class
now.
attend class (=go to classes regularly) You can’t pass
your exams if you don’t attend class.
take a class (=go to classes as a student) I’m taking
some art classes at the moment.
teach a class One of the other teachers was ill so I
taught her class.
miss a class (=not go to one) | be late for class |
have a class especially AmE (=as a student or
teacher) | hold a class (=provide a class)

class2 v [T] to consider people, things etc as
belonging to a particular group, using an official system
SYN classify: class sb/sth as sth Heroin and cocaine are
classed as hard drugs. GRAMMAR Class is often passive.

cloth /klɒθ $ klɒːθ/ S3 n
1 [U] material used for making things such as clothes:
cotton/woollen/silk etc cloth a dress of the finest silk cloth
2 [C] a piece of cloth used for a particular purpose: She
mopped her face with a wet cloth. | Is there a clean cloth for
the table? ➝ DISHCLOTH, FACECLOTH, TABLECLOTH
3man of the cloth formal a Christian priest

exËtent /ɪkˈstent/ S2 W1 n
1 to ... extent used to say how true something is or how
great an effect or change is: to a certain extent/to some
extent/to an extent (=partly)We all to some extent remem-
ber the good times and forget the bad. | I do agree with him
to an extent. | to a great/large extent Its success will depend
to a large extent on local attitudes. | to a lesser/greater
extent (=less or more) It will affect farmers in Spain and to
a lesser extent in France. | They examined the extent to which
(=how much) age affected language-learning ability. | To
what extent (=how much) did she influence his decision? |
to such an extent that/to the extent that (=so much that)
Violence increased to the extent that residents were afraid to
leave their homes.
2 [U] how large, important, or serious something is, espe-
cially something such as a problem or injury: [+of] Con-
sidering the extent of his injuries, he’s lucky to be alive. | It’s
too early to assess the full extent of the damage.
3 [U] the length or size of something: They opened out the
nets to their full extent. | in extent The region is over 10,000
square kilometres in extent. THESAURUSc SIZE

COLLOCATIONS – MEANING 2
ADJECTIVES
the full extent He refused to reveal the full extent of
his debts.
the actual/true extent Rescue workers still do not
know the true extent of the disaster.

VERBS
know/realize the extent of sth We do not yet know
the extent of the damage.

understand the extent of sth Other people didn’t
seem to understand the extent of his disability.
discover/find out the extent of sthWe were shocked
when we discovered the extent of the fraud.
assess/establish/determine the extent of sth We
are still trying to assess the extent of the problem.
show/reveal the extent of sth These pictures show
the extent of the devastation caused by the earthquake.

faËvorËaËble /ˈfeɪvərəbəl/ adj the American spelling of
FAVOURABLE

faËvourËaËble BrE, favorable AmE /ˈfeɪvərəbəl/
adj
1 a favourable report, opinion, or reaction shows that you
think that someone or something is good or that you
agree with them: favourable film reviews | The response has
been overwhelmingly favorable.
2 suitable and likely to make something happen or suc-
ceed: The disease spreads quickly under favourable
conditions. | [+for/to] a financial environment that is favora-
ble to job creation
3 if a LOAN, agreement, rate etc is favourable, the condi-
tions of it are reasonable and not too expensive or diffi-
cult: a favourable interest rate | the favorable terms of the
settlement
4making people like or approve of someone or some-
thing: A smart appearance makes a favourable impression at
an interview. —favourably adv
fecËund /ˈfekənd, ˈfiːkənd/ adj formal able to produce
many children, young animals, or crops SYN fertile
—fecundity /fɪˈkʌndəti/ n [U]
feËmale1 /ˈfiːmeɪl/ S3 W2 adj
1 relating to women or girls OPP male ➝ feminine: female
voters | Over half of the staff are female.
2 belonging to the sex that can have babies or produce
eggs OPP male: a female spider
3 a female plant or flower produces fruit OPP male
4 technical a female part of a piece of equipment has
holes into which the male part can be fitted OPP male
female2 W3 n [C]
1 an animal that belongs to the sex that can have babies
or produce eggs OPP male
2 a woman or girl OPP male: As a group, females performed
better on the test than males. THESAURUSc WOMAN
3 a plant that produces flowers or fruit OPP male
genËeËsis /ˈdʒenɪsɪs/ n [singular] formal the beginning or
origin of something: [+of] the genesis of the myth
ˈgene ˌtherapy n [U] a way of treating certain diseases
by using GENETIC ENGINEERING

geËnetËic /dʒəˈnetɪk/ adj relating to GENEs or
GENETICS: genetic defects | each person’s genetic make-up |
genetic research —genetically /-kli/ adv: genetically deter-
mined characteristics
geˌnetically ˈmodified (also geˌnetically enginˈeered)
adj (abbreviation GM) genetically modified foods or plants
have had their genetic structure changed so that they are
not affected by particular diseases or harmful insects
juËry /ˈdʒʊəri $ ˈdʒʊri/ S3 W3 n (plural juries)
[C]
1 a group of often 12 ordinary people who listen to the
details of a case in court and decide whether someone is
guilty or not: the members of the jury | The jury found him
not guilty. | the right to trial by jury | sit/serve on a jury (=be
part of a jury)
2 a group of people chosen to judge a competition
3 the jury is (still) out on sth used to say that something
has not been finally decided: Is it good value? The jury is
still out on that. ➝ GRAND JURY

key1 /kiː/ S1 W2 n [C]
1 LOCK a small specially shaped piece of metal that you
put into a lock and turn in order to lock or unlock a door,
start a car etc: house/car keys I lost my house keys. | A
bunch of keys hung from his belt. | [+to] I can lend you a
spare key to the store until you get one cut (=made).
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_! Don’t say ‘the key of’ something. Say the key to
something. ➝ MASTER KEY, see picture at LOCK2
2 IMPORTANT PART the key the part of a plan, action etc
that will make it possible for it to succeed: [+to] Working
well as a team is the key to success. | a discovery that may
hold the key to our understanding of the universe
3 COMPUTER the buttons that you press on a computer
KEYBOARD to operate the computer: Press the ‘Escape’ key
to exit. | hot key/shortcut key (=a special key on a com-
puter, that does specific things)
4 MUSIC a) [usually plural] the wooden or metal parts that
you press on a piano and some wind instruments in order
to play them: piano keys b) a scale of notes that begins
with one particular note, or the quality of sound this scale
has: a tune in the key of A minor ➝ see picture at PIANO1

5 MAP/DRAWING a list of the signs, colours etc used on a
map or technical drawing etc that explains what they
mean
6 TEST the printed answers to a test or set of questions
in a book
7 ISLAND [usually plural] a small flat island, especially one
that is part of a group near the coast: the Florida Keys
key2 S3 W3 adj [no comparative] very important
or necessary: China’s support is key to the success of the
coalition. | key factor/points/questions etc | The president
makes all the key decisions on foreign policy. | key role/
player/figure etc (=one with a lot of influence on a result)
The show has been hit by the departure of key personnel.
THESAURUSc IMPORTANT, MAIN ➝ LOW-KEY

key3 v [T]
1 AmE informal if you key a win for your team, you help it
win a game because you play very well: Abdul keyed the
game with three touchdowns.
2 BrE to prepare a surface so that a covering such as paint
will stick to it
key sth ↔ in phr v to put information into a computer or
other machine, using buttons or a keyboard: Key in your
password and press ‘Return’.
key sth to sth phr v AmE
1 to make or change a system so that it works well with
something else: The daycare hours are keyed to the needs of
working parents.
2 if the level, price, or value of something is keyed to
something else, it is related to it and they rise and fall at
the same time: Pensions are keyed to the rate of inflation.
➝ KEYED UP

less1 /les/ S1 W1 adv
1 not so much or to a smaller degree OPP more:Maybe he
would worry less if he understood the situation. | In recent
years she has appeared in public less frequently. | less (...)
than Tickets were less expensive than I had expected. |
much/a lot/far less Social class matters a lot less than it
used to. | not ... any the less/no less (=not less) Your second
point is no less important. | It’s a common problem but this
doesn’t make it any the less disturbing. | I know he’s done a
dreadful thing, but I don’t love him any the less. | be less a ...
than a ... (=be not so much like one thing as another) ‘Will
you please come with me?’ It was less a request than a
command.
2 less than helpful/honest/enthusiastic etc not at all help-
ful, honest etc: He was less than enthusiastic about the idea.
3 less and less used to say that a quality, situation etc
gradually decreases OPP more and more: As the years
went by, he seemed to care less and less about his
reputation. | Smoking is becoming less and less acceptable.
4much/still less used to say that a greater thing is even
less true, likely, or possible than the thing you have just
mentioned: These people can scarcely afford to buy food,
still less luxury goods like perfume. | I didn’t think Dave would
ever read a book, much less write one himself.
less2 S1 W1 determiner, pron
1 a smaller amount or not as much OPP more: Doctors
recommend eating less salt. | People today seem to have less
time for each other. | Most of us got £4 an hour, but some
received even less. | [+of] The map covered less of the area
than I’d thought. | Flying is less of a risk than driving. | less

(...) than She knows less than I do about it. | less than 10/100
etc a distance of less than 100 metres | much/a lot less It
costs much less to go by bus.
USAGE: Less, fewer
+ You use less before an uncountable noun: These
light bulbs use less electricity.
+ You use fewer before a plural noun: There were
fewer cars in those days. ✗ Don't say: There were less
cars in those days. Although you will hear people say
this in everyday spoken English, it is considered to
be incorrect.

2 no less a) used to emphasize that an amount or num-
ber is large: no less than By 1977, the USA was importing no
less than 45% of its oil. b) used to emphasize that the
person or thing you are talking about is important or
impressive: Our awards were presented by the mayor, no
less. | The message came from no less a person than the
prime minister.
3 nothing less than sth used to emphasize how important,
serious, or impressive something is: His appearance in the
show was nothing less than a sensation.
4 less and less a decreasing amount of something
OPP more and more: They began spending less and less
time together. | [+of] The band was doing less and less of
that kind of music.
5 in less than no time very quickly or very soon: In less than
no time they found that they owed over $10,000.
6 less of sth BrE spoken used to tell a child to stop doing
something: Less of that noise, please!
less3 prep formal taking away or not including a particu-
lar amount SYN minus: What is 121 less 36? | He gave us
our money back, less the $2 service charge.

let1 /let/ S1 W1 v (past tense and past participle
let, present participle letting)
1 ALLOW [T not in passive] to allow someone to do some-
thing ➝ allow, permit: I can’t come out tonight – my dad
won’t let me. | let sb do sth Let Johnny have a go on the
computer now. | Some people seem to let their kids do
whatever they like. | Let me have a look at that letter. | let sb
have sth (=give something to someone) I can let you have
another £10, but no more. THESAURUSc ALLOW

REGISTER
In written English, people often prefer to use allow sb
to do sth rather than let sb do sth, as it is slightly
more formal: We must allow young people to develop
independence.

2 NOT STOP STH HAPPENING [T] to not stop something
happening, or to make it possible for it to happen: let sb/
sth do sth Jenny let the note fall to the ground. | Don’t let
anyone know it was me who told you. | Max let the door
swing open. | Let the cookies cool down before you try them. |
let yourself be beaten/persuaded/fooled etc I stupidly let
myself be persuaded to take part in a live debate.
3 let go a) to stop holding something or someone: Let go!
You’re hurting me. | [+of] The guard let go of the lead, and
the dog lunged forward. b) to accept that you cannot
change something and stop thinking or worrying about it:
Sometimes you just have to learn to let go.
4 let sb go a) to allow someone to leave a place where
they have been kept SYN release: The police had to let him
go through lack of evidence. | The hijackers were persuaded
to let some hostages go. b) to make someone leave their
job – used in order to avoid saying this directly: I’m afraid
we had to let several of our staff go.

key 4 S1 S2 S3 = the most frequent words in spoken English
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class + NOUN
a class system/structure (=a social system that has
classes) He felt he was a victim of the class system.
a class division Nowadays, class divisions are related
to economic status.
class differences (=differences that exist because of
your class) There are noticeable class differences in
family size.
the class struggle/war (=disagreement or fighting
between different classes) | class conflict

COLLOCATIONS – MEANINGS 3 & 4
ADJECTIVES/NOUN + class
a French/geography/history etc class I have a
history class at nine o'clock today.
an evening class Mum goes to an evening class on
Tuesdays.
a beginners’/elementary/intermediate/advanced
class (=teaching different levels of a subject)
VERBS
go to/attend a class I’ve got to go to a science class
now.
attend class (=go to classes regularly) You can’t pass
your exams if you don’t attend class.
take a class (=go to classes as a student) I’m taking
some art classes at the moment.
teach a class One of the other teachers was ill so I
taught her class.
miss a class (=not go to one) | be late for class |
have a class especially AmE (=as a student or
teacher) | hold a class (=provide a class)

class2 v [T] to consider people, things etc as
belonging to a particular group, using an official system
SYN classify: class sb/sth as sth Heroin and cocaine are
classed as hard drugs. GRAMMAR Class is often passive.

cloth /klɒθ $ klɒːθ/ S3 n
1 [U] material used for making things such as clothes:
cotton/woollen/silk etc cloth a dress of the finest silk cloth
2 [C] a piece of cloth used for a particular purpose: She
mopped her face with a wet cloth. | Is there a clean cloth for
the table? ➝ DISHCLOTH, FACECLOTH, TABLECLOTH
3man of the cloth formal a Christian priest

exËtent /ɪkˈstent/ S2 W1 n
1 to ... extent used to say how true something is or how
great an effect or change is: to a certain extent/to some
extent/to an extent (=partly)We all to some extent remem-
ber the good times and forget the bad. | I do agree with him
to an extent. | to a great/large extent Its success will depend
to a large extent on local attitudes. | to a lesser/greater
extent (=less or more) It will affect farmers in Spain and to
a lesser extent in France. | They examined the extent to which
(=how much) age affected language-learning ability. | To
what extent (=how much) did she influence his decision? |
to such an extent that/to the extent that (=so much that)
Violence increased to the extent that residents were afraid to
leave their homes.
2 [U] how large, important, or serious something is, espe-
cially something such as a problem or injury: [+of] Con-
sidering the extent of his injuries, he’s lucky to be alive. | It’s
too early to assess the full extent of the damage.
3 [U] the length or size of something: They opened out the
nets to their full extent. | in extent The region is over 10,000
square kilometres in extent. THESAURUSc SIZE

COLLOCATIONS – MEANING 2
ADJECTIVES
the full extent He refused to reveal the full extent of
his debts.
the actual/true extent Rescue workers still do not
know the true extent of the disaster.

VERBS
know/realize the extent of sth We do not yet know
the extent of the damage.

understand the extent of sth Other people didn’t
seem to understand the extent of his disability.
discover/find out the extent of sthWe were shocked
when we discovered the extent of the fraud.
assess/establish/determine the extent of sth We
are still trying to assess the extent of the problem.
show/reveal the extent of sth These pictures show
the extent of the devastation caused by the earthquake.

faËvorËaËble /ˈfeɪvərəbəl/ adj the American spelling of
FAVOURABLE

faËvourËaËble BrE, favorable AmE /ˈfeɪvərəbəl/
adj
1 a favourable report, opinion, or reaction shows that you
think that someone or something is good or that you
agree with them: favourable film reviews | The response has
been overwhelmingly favorable.
2 suitable and likely to make something happen or suc-
ceed: The disease spreads quickly under favourable
conditions. | [+for/to] a financial environment that is favora-
ble to job creation
3 if a LOAN, agreement, rate etc is favourable, the condi-
tions of it are reasonable and not too expensive or diffi-
cult: a favourable interest rate | the favorable terms of the
settlement
4making people like or approve of someone or some-
thing: A smart appearance makes a favourable impression at
an interview. —favourably adv
fecËund /ˈfekənd, ˈfiːkənd/ adj formal able to produce
many children, young animals, or crops SYN fertile
—fecundity /fɪˈkʌndəti/ n [U]
feËmale1 /ˈfiːmeɪl/ S3 W2 adj
1 relating to women or girls OPP male ➝ feminine: female
voters | Over half of the staff are female.
2 belonging to the sex that can have babies or produce
eggs OPP male: a female spider
3 a female plant or flower produces fruit OPP male
4 technical a female part of a piece of equipment has
holes into which the male part can be fitted OPP male
female2 W3 n [C]
1 an animal that belongs to the sex that can have babies
or produce eggs OPP male
2 a woman or girl OPP male: As a group, females performed
better on the test than males. THESAURUSc WOMAN
3 a plant that produces flowers or fruit OPP male
genËeËsis /ˈdʒenɪsɪs/ n [singular] formal the beginning or
origin of something: [+of] the genesis of the myth
ˈgene ˌtherapy n [U] a way of treating certain diseases
by using GENETIC ENGINEERING

geËnetËic /dʒəˈnetɪk/ adj relating to GENEs or
GENETICS: genetic defects | each person’s genetic make-up |
genetic research —genetically /-kli/ adv: genetically deter-
mined characteristics
geˌnetically ˈmodified (also geˌnetically enginˈeered)
adj (abbreviation GM) genetically modified foods or plants
have had their genetic structure changed so that they are
not affected by particular diseases or harmful insects
juËry /ˈdʒʊəri $ ˈdʒʊri/ S3 W3 n (plural juries)
[C]
1 a group of often 12 ordinary people who listen to the
details of a case in court and decide whether someone is
guilty or not: the members of the jury | The jury found him
not guilty. | the right to trial by jury | sit/serve on a jury (=be
part of a jury)
2 a group of people chosen to judge a competition
3 the jury is (still) out on sth used to say that something
has not been finally decided: Is it good value? The jury is
still out on that. ➝ GRAND JURY

key1 /kiː/ S1 W2 n [C]
1 LOCK a small specially shaped piece of metal that you
put into a lock and turn in order to lock or unlock a door,
start a car etc: house/car keys I lost my house keys. | A
bunch of keys hung from his belt. | [+to] I can lend you a
spare key to the store until you get one cut (=made).
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unËasËsailËable /ˌʌnəˈseɪləbəlb/ adj formal not able to
be criticized, made weaker, or beaten: an unassailable
argument | The party’s position looked unassailable. | The
result gave the team an unassailable lead.
unËasËsumËing /ˌʌnəˈsjuːmɪŋb, -ˈsuː- $ -ˈsuː-/ adj show-
ing no desire to be noticed or given special treatment
SYN modest
unËatËtached /ˌʌnəˈtætʃtb/ AWL adj 1 not married or
involved in a romantic relationship SYN single: According
to Jo, Mark was still unattached. 2 not connected or fas-
tened to anything
unËatËtainËaËble /ˌʌnəˈteɪnəbəlb/ AWL adj impossible
to achieve: A military victory is unattainable. | unattainable
ideal/dream/goal etc THESAURUSc IMPOSSIBLE

unËatËtendËed /ˌʌnəˈtendɪdb/ adj left alone without
anyone in charge: an unattended vehicle | Children should
not be left unattended in the playground.
unËatËtracËtive /ˌʌnəˈtræktɪvb/ adj 1 not attractive,
pretty, or pleasant to look at: an unattractive man
2 not good or desirable: the unattractive aspects of nation-
alism —unattractively adv
unËauËthoËrized (also -ised BrE) /ʌnˈɔːθəraɪzd $ -ˈɒː-/

adj without official approval or permission: the
unauthorized use of government funds | Unauthorized per-
sonnel are not allowed on the premises.
unËaËvailËaËble /ˌʌnəˈveɪləbəl/ AWL adj [not
before noun]
1 not able to be obtained: Funding for the new school is
unavailable. | [+to] materials that were unavailable to
researchers in the past
2 not able or willing to meet someone: [+for] Officials
were unavailable for comment (=not able or willing to talk
to reporters).
unËaËvailËing /ˌʌnəˈveɪlɪŋb/ adj literary not successful or
effective SYN unsuccessful: unavailing efforts to make her
happy
unËaËvoidËaËble /ˌʌnəˈvɔɪdəbəl/ adj impossible
to prevent: There are now fears that war is unavoidable.
—unavoidably adv: Molly was unavoidably delayed.
unËaËware /ˌʌnəˈweə $ -ˈwer/ AWL adj [not before
noun] not noticing or realizing what is happening: [+of]
Mike seems unaware of the trouble he’s causing. | unaware
(that) She was totally unaware that she was being watched.
unËaËwares /ˌʌnəˈweəz $ -ˈwerz/ adv 1 take/catch sb
unawares if something takes you unawares, it happens
when you are not expecting it and are not prepared: The
question caught me completely unawares. 2 formal without
noticing: We had walked unawares over the border.
unËbalËance /ʌnˈbæləns/ v [T] 1 to make a situation,
relationship, or work of art not as good as it used to be or
could be, especially by adding too much of one thing:
Having children can often unbalance even the closest of
relationships. 2 to make someone or something unsteady,
so that they are likely to fall down: He banged against the
cupboard, unbalancing a pile a books. 3 to make someone
slightly crazy
unËbalËanced /ʌnˈbælənst/ adj 1 someone who is
unbalanced is slightly crazy 2 a report, argument etc that
is unbalanced is unfair because it emphasizes one opin-
ion too much 3 a relationship that is unbalanced is not
equal because one person has more influence, power etc
unËbearËaËble /ʌnˈbeərəbəl $ -ˈber-/ adj too unpleasant,
painful, or annoying to deal with SYN intolerable: The pain
was almost unbearable. | He was making life unbearable for
his parents. —unbearably adv: an unbearably hot day
unËbeatËaËble /ʌnˈbiːtəbəl/ adj 1 something that is
unbeatable is the best of its kind: carpets at unbeatable
prices 2 a team, player etc that is unbeatable cannot be
defeated
unËbeatËen /ˌʌnˈbiːtnb/ adj a team, player etc that is
unbeaten has not been defeated
unËbeËcomËing /ˌʌnbɪˈkʌmɪŋb/ adj old-fashioned

1 clothes that are unbecoming make you look
unattractive SYN unflattering 2 behaviour that is unbe-
coming is shocking or unsuitable: [+to] conduct unbecom-
ing to a teacher
unËbeËknown /ˌʌnbɪˈnəʊn $ -ˈnoʊn/ (also
unËbeËknownst /-ˈnəʊnst $ -ˈnoʊnst/ written) adv [sentence
adverb] unbeknown to sb without that person knowing
about it: Unbeknown to him, his wife had been trying to
phone him all morning.
unËbeËlief /ˌʌnbəˈliːf/ n [U] literary a lack of religious
belief, or a refusal to believe in a religious faith ➝ disbelief
unËbeËlievËaËble /ˌʌnbəˈliːvəbəlb/ adj
1 very good, successful, or impressive SYN amazing: The
opportunities are unbelievable. | an unbelievable talent
2 very bad or shocking SYN terrible: The pain was
unbelievable. | acts of unbelievable cruelty | It was unbeliev-
able that we were expected to pay twice.
3 so extreme that it hardly seems possible: He’s so lazy it’s
unbelievable. | an unbelievable speed THESAURUSc
SURPRISING
4 very difficult to believe and therefore probably untrue:
Yvonne’s excuse for being late was totally unbelievable.
—unbelievably adv: an unbelievably bad movie
unËbeËlievËer /ˌʌnbəˈliːvə $ -ər/ n [C] someone who
does not believe in God or a particular religion
unËbend /ʌnˈbend/ v (past tense and past participle
unbent /-ˈbent/) [I] to relax and start behaving in a less
formal way
unËbendËing /ʌnˈbendɪŋ/ adj unwilling to change your
opinions, decisions etc OPP flexible
unËbiËased /ʌnˈbaɪəst/ AWL adj unbiased information,
advice etc is fair because the person giving it is not
influenced by their own or other people’s opinions
SYN impartial: We aim to provide a service that is balanced
and unbiased. | an unbiased observer
unËbidËden /ʌnˈbɪdn/ adj, adv literary without being
asked for, expected, or invited
unËblemËished /ʌnˈblemɪʃt/ adj 1 not spoiled by any
mistake or bad behaviour SYN spotless: a law firm with an
unblemished reputation 2 without marks or damage
SYN flawless: her smooth unblemished skin
unËblinkËing /ʌnˈblɪŋkɪŋ/ adj literary if you look at
something or someone with unblinking eyes, you look
continuously at them without BLINKing (=quickly closing
and opening your eyes): unblinking stare/gaze His father’s
unblinking gaze was fixed on the fire.
unËblock /ʌnˈblɒk $ -ˈblɑːk/ v [T] if you unblock a pipe,
you remove something that is blocking it: unblock a toilet/
drain/chimney etc
unËborn /ˌʌnˈbɔːnb $ -ɔːrnb/ adj [only before noun] not yet
born: an unborn child
unËboundËed /ʌnˈbaʊndɪd/ adj formal extreme or with-
out any limit SYN boundless: the child’s unbounded energy
unËbowed /ʌnˈbaʊd/ adj [not before noun] not willing to
give up or accept defeat – used especially in news
reports: After the fight, Ali was bloody but unbowed.
unËbreakËaËble /ʌnˈbreɪkəbəl/ adj not able to be bro-
ken: unbreakable glass THESAURUSc STRONG

unËbridgeËaËble /ʌnˈbrɪdʒəbəl/ adj unbridgeable dif-
ferences between two people, groups, or ideas are so big
that no one will ever agree about them or be satisfied
with them: unbridgeable gulf/gap/chasm etc (between sb/
sth and sb/sth) the unbridgeable gulf between the rich and
the poor
unËbriËdled /ʌnˈbraɪdld/ adj literary not controlled and
too extreme or violent: unbridled greed
unËbroËken /ʌnˈbrəʊkən $ -ˈbroʊ-/ adj continuing with-
out being interrupted or broken: their unbroken record of
success | a time of unbroken peace
unËbuckËle /ʌnˈbʌkəl/ v [T] to unfasten the BUCKLE on a
belt, a shoe etc
unËburËden /ˌʌnˈbɜːdn $ -ɜːr-/ v [T] unburden yourself (to
sb) to tell someone your problems, secrets etc so that
you feel better

unassailable 1986 AWL = words from the Academic Word List
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postpone a decision (=not make a decision until
later) The government has postponed its decision about
when to hold the election.

ADJECTIVES
an important decision My father made all the
important decisions.
a big decision (=an important decision) Marriage is
a big decision.
a major decision (=very important) The government
now has some major decisions to make.
a difficult/hard/tough decision In the end I took the
difficult decision to retire early.
a good decision It was a good decision to change the
name of the product.
a bad decision I think he made a bad decision.
the right decision She chose to study Engineering and
it was definitely the right decision.
the wrong decision I thought I'd made the wrong
decision marrying Jeff.
a conscious/deliberate decision (=one that you
have thought about clearly) Belinda had made a
conscious decision to have a baby.
a clear/firm decision (=a definite one) It's now time
to come to a clear decision on this.
a final decision (=one that will not be changed) The
council will make a final decision in four months.
a snap decision (=one that you make extremely
quickly) Police officers often have to make snap
decisions on how to act.
a controversial decision (=that people disagree
about) The history of the law is full of controversial
decisions.
a hasty decision (=one that you make without
enough thought) Don't let yourself be forced into
making hasty decisions.
a joint decision (=one that two people make
together) Jo and I made a joint decision that we should
separate.

deˈcision-ˌmaker n [C usually plural] a person in a large
organization who is responsible for making important
decisions: the corporation’s key decision-makers
deˈcision-ˌmaking n [U] the process of making
important decisions: attempts to involve workers in
decision-making

deËciËsive /dɪˈsaɪsɪv/ adj
1 an action, event etc that is decisive has a big effect on
the way that something develops: decisive factor/effect/
influence etc Women can play a decisive role in the debate
over cloning. | decisive action/steps We will take decisive
steps towards political union with Europe.
2 someone who is decisive is good at making decisions
quickly and with confidence OPP indecisive: a decisive
leader | a talent for quick decisive action
3 definite and clear in a way that leaves no doubt
OPP indecisive: decisive victory/result/defeat etc | The
answer was a decisive no. —decisively adv: Yet again, we
have failed to act decisively. —decisiveness n [U]: military
decisiveness | the speed and decisiveness of his victory

deck1 /dek/ S3 n [C]
1 ON A SHIP a) the outside top level of a ship that you can
walk or sit on: Let’s go up on deck. | above/below deck Peter
stayed below deck. b) one of the different levels on a ship:
main/passenger/car etc deck a staircase leading to the pas-
senger deck THESAURUSc FLOOR
2 ON A BUS, PLANE ETC one of the levels on a bus, plane
etc: lower/upper etc deck I managed to find a seat on the
upper deck. | Eddie returned to the flight deck (=the part of
an aircraft where the pilot sits). ➝ DOUBLE-DECKER(1),
SINGLE-DECKER
3 AT THE BACK OF A HOUSE AmE a wooden floor built out
from the back of a house, where you can sit and relax
outdoors ➝ decking: deck furniture
4 MUSIC a piece of equipment used for playing music
tapes, records etc: cassette/tape/record deck

5 CARDS a set of playing cards SYN pack BrE: Irene shuf-
fled the deck. | a deck of cards ➝ all hands on deck at
HAND1(39), ➝ clear the decks at CLEAR2(17), ➝ hit the deck at
HIT1(17)
deck2 v [T] 1 (also deck sth out) to decorate something
with flowers, flags etc: be decked (out) with sth The street
was decked with flags for the royal wedding.
GRAMMAR Deck is usually passive in this meaning.
2 informal to hit someone so hard that they fall over:
Gerry just swung round and decked him.
deckËchair /ˈdektʃeə $ -tʃer/ n [C] BrE a folding chair
with a long seat made of cloth, used especially on the
beach ➝ see picture at CHAIR1

deckËhand /ˈdekhænd/ n [C] someone who works on a
ship, cleaning and doing small repairs
deckËing /ˈdekɪŋ/ n [U] a wooden floor next to a house
or in a garden
ˈdeck shoe n [C] a flat shoe made of CANVAS (=heavy
cloth)
deËclaim /dɪˈkleɪm/ v [I,T] written to speak loudly,
sometimes with actions, so that people notice you
—declamation /ˌdekləˈmeɪʃən/ n [C,U]
deËclamËaËtoËry /dɪˈklæmətəri $ -tɔːri/ adj declamatory
speech or writing expresses feelings and opinions very
strongly: a declamatory style
decËlaËraËtion /ˌdekləˈreɪʃən/ n [C,U]
1 an important official statement about a particular situa-
tion or plan, or the act of making this statement: a
ceasefire declaration | Under Islamic law it was possible to
divorce by simple declaration. | [+of] the declaration of war
2 an official or serious statement of what someone
believes: [+of] the United Nations Declaration of Human
Rights | declarations of undying love
3 a statement in which you officially give information
about yourself: a declaration of taxable earnings
deËclarËaËtive /dɪˈklærətɪv/ adj a declarative sentence
has the form of a statement
deËclare /dɪˈkleə $ -ˈkler/ W2 v
1 STATE OFFICIALLY [T] to state officially and publicly that
a particular situation exists or that something is true: A
state of emergency has been declared. | declare that The
court declared that Brown’s case should be reviewed. |
declare sb/sth (to be) sb/sth Several countries wanted Ant-
arctica to be declared a ‘world park’. | The city was declared
to be in a state of siege. | I declare you man and wife. |
declare sth illegal/invalid etc The war was declared illegal by
the International Court of Justice. | Mr Steel has been
declared bankrupt (=it has been officially stated that he
cannot pay his debts). | We celebrate September 16, the
day when Mexico declared independence from Spain (=offi-
cially stated that it was no longer ruled by Spain).
THESAURUSc SAY

2 STATE WHAT YOU THINK [T] to say publicly what you
think or feel: ‘It’s not fair,’ Jane declared. | He declared his
intention to stand for president. | declare that Carol held a
press conference and declared that she was innocent. |
declare yourself (to be) sth Edward declared himself angry
and frustrated.
3 declare war (on sb/sth) a) to state officially that you are
at war with another country b) informal to say that some-
thing is wrong and that you will do everything you can to
stop it: Angry residents have declared war on the owners of
the factory.
4 MONEY/PROPERTY ETC [T] a) to state on an official gov-
ernment form how much money you have earned, what
property you own etc: All tips are counted as part of your
earnings and must be declared. b) to tell a CUSTOMS official
that you are carrying goods on which you should pay tax
when you enter a country
5 declare an interest to tell people that you are connected
with something that is being discussed: I should, at this
point, declare an interest: I own shares in the company.
6 CRICKET [I] to choose to end your team’s turn before all
your players have BATTED
declare against sb/sth phr v to state publicly that you
oppose someone or something
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THESAURUS
jealous feeling unhappy because someone has
something that you want and cannot have: Maybe
he's jealous because I got the job and he didn't. | Sharon
had always been jealous of her sister's long blonde hair.
envious especially written wishing that you had
something nice or special that someone else has:
When I saw the garden, I was really envious. | She knew
she was beautiful and enjoyed the envious looks of other
women.
green with envy very envious: You'll be green with
envy when you see their new house.

jealËousËly /ˈdʒeləsli/ adv 1 if you jealously guard or
protect something, you try very hard to keep or protect it:
a jealously guarded secret 2 if you do something jealously,
you are feeling jealous when you do it: Ludens watched
Marcus jealously.
jealËousËy /ˈdʒeləsi/ n (plural jealousies) [C,U] a
feeling of being jealous ➝ envy: a pang/stab/twinge of
jealousy (=a sudden feeling of jealousy) Polly felt a sharp
pang of jealousy when she saw Paul with Suzanne. | Sexual
jealousy is a common motive for murder. | feelings of profes-
sional jealousy | He quickly discovered the petty jealousies
and gossip of village life.
jeans /dʒiːnz/ S2 W3 n [plural] trousers made
of DENIM (=a strong, usually blue, cotton cloth)
Jeep /dʒiːp/ n [C] trademark a type of car made for
travelling over rough ground
jeer /dʒɪə $ dʒɪr/ v [I,T] to laugh at someone or shout
unkind things at them in a way that shows you do not
respect them: ‘You know I’m right!’ she jeered. | The presi-
dent was booed and jeered by a crowd of protesters. | [+at]
Fans jeered at the referee. —jeer n [C]: There were jeers and
booing from the audience. —jeering n [U]
jeerËing /ˈdʒɪərɪŋ $ ˈdʒɪr-/ adj [only before noun] a jeering
remark or sound is unkind and shows that you do not
respect someone: jeering laughter
Jeeves /dʒiːvz/ a character in many humorous stories
by P. G. Wodehouse. Jeeves is the VALET (=male servant)
of an UPPER-CLASS young man called Bertie Wooster, and is
a very patient sensible man. Wooster depends on him a
lot and he always manages to solve Wooster’s problems.
jeez /dʒiːz/ interjection informal used to express feelings
such as surprise, anger, annoyance etc
jegËgings /ˈdʒeɡɪŋz/ n [plural] very tight JEANS, or LEG-
GINGS that are the same colour blue as jeans
JeËhoËvah /dʒɪˈhəʊvə $ -ˈhoʊ-/ a name given to God in
the Old Testament (=first part of the Bible)
Jeˌhovah’s ˈWitness n [C] a member of a religious
organization that believes the end of the world will hap-
pen soon and sends its members to people’s houses to
try to persuade them to join
jeËjune /dʒɪˈdʒuːn/ adj formal 1 ideas that are jejune are
too simple: jejune political opinions 2 boring
JekËyll and Hyde /ˌdʒekəl ənd ˈhaɪd/ n [C] someone
who is sometimes nice but at other times is unpleasant
jell /dʒel/ v [I] another spelling of GEL

jelËlied /ˈdʒelid/ adj [only before noun] especially BrE
cooked or served in jelly: jellied eels
Jell-O, jello /ˈdʒeləʊ $ -loʊ/ n [U] trademark AmE a soft
sweet food made from fruit juice and GELATIN SYN jelly
BrE
jelËly /ˈdʒeli/ S3 n (plural jellies)
1 [C,U] BrE a soft sweet food made from fruit juice and
GELATIN SYN Jell-O AmE: raspberry jelly
2 [C,U] a thick sweet substance made from boiled fruit
and sugar with no pieces of fruit in it, eaten especially on
bread ➝ jam: a peanut butter and jelly sandwich | damson
jelly
3 [U] especially BrE a soft solid substance made from
meat juices and GELATIN
4 [U] a substance that is solid but very soft, and moves

easily when you touch it: frogs’ eggs floating in a protective
jelly
5 feel like/turn to jelly if your legs or knees feel like jelly,
they start to shake because you are frightened or nervous
6 jellies [plural] BrE informal drugs that make you feel
relaxed and sleepy, which some people use illegally
7 jellies [plural] shoes made of clear coloured plastic
ˈjelly ˌbaby n [C] BrE a small soft sweet made in the
shape of a baby, that comes in a variety of colours
ˈjelly bean n [C] a small soft sweet with different tastes
and colours that is shaped like a bean
jelËlyËfish /ˈdʒelifɪʃ/ n
(plural jellyfish) [C] a sea
animal that has a round
transparent body and can
sting you
ˈjelly ˌroll n [C] AmE a
long thin cake that is rolled
up with JAM or cream
inside SYN Swiss roll BrE
jemËmy /ˈdʒemi/ n (plu-
ral jemmies) BrE, jimmy
(plural jimmies) AmE [C] a
short strong metal bar
used especially by thieves
to break open locked
doors, windows etc
—jemmy v [T]
je ne sais quoi /ˌʒə nə
seɪ ˈkwɑː/ n [singular] a
good quality that you cannot easily describe – often
humorous: the je ne sais quoi that makes the village magical
jeopËarËdize (also -ise BrE) /ˈdʒepədaɪz $ -ər-/ v [T] to
risk losing or spoiling something important: large-scale
military offensives which could jeopardize the UN peace
process
jeopËarËdy /ˈdʒepədi $ -ər-/ n in jeopardy in danger of
being lost or harmed: Thousands of jobs are in jeopardy. |
put/place sth in jeopardy The killings could put the whole
peace process in jeopardy.
jerËeËmiËad /ˌdʒerəˈmaɪəd/ n [C] formal a long speech
or piece of writing that complains about a situation, or
says that bad things will happen
jerk1 /dʒɜːk $ dʒɜːrk/ v
1 [I,T] to move with a quick sudden movement, or to
make part of your body move in this way: Wilcox jerked his
head to indicate that they should move on. | ‘Is that the only
way out of here?’ he asked, jerking a thumb at the door. |
[+back/up/forwards etc] Suddenly, he jerked back in his
chair. | The sound of the phone jerked me awake.
2 [I,T] to pull something suddenly and roughly: [+at]
Doyle jerked at the girl’s hair to make her sit down. | She
jerked open the car door and got out.
jerk sb around phr v AmE informal to waste someone’s
time or deliberately make things difficult for them
jerk off phr v especially AmE informal not polite to MASTUR-
BATE
jerk out sth phr v written to say something quickly and
nervously: ‘Don’t lie,’ she jerked out.
jerk2 n [C] 1 a sudden quick movement: He gave a
sudden jerk of his head. | with a jerk She started the car with
a jerk and hit the bumper of the car in front.
2 informal someone, especially a man, who is stupid or
who does things that annoy or hurt other people
SYN idiot: I swore at him for being such a jerk.
jerk3 adj jerk chicken/pork etc meat that has been left in
spices or covered with spices before being cooked
jerËkin /ˈdʒɜːkɪn $ -ɜːr-/ n [C] a short jacket that covers
your body but not your arms, worn in the past
jerkËy1 /ˈdʒɜːki $ -ɜːr-/ adj jerky movements are rough,
with many starts and stops OPP smooth: His skin was dry
and hot, his breathing rapid and jerky. | The bus came to a
jerky halt. —jerkily adv —jerkiness n [U]
jerky2 n [U] AmE meat that has been cut into thin
pieces and dried in the sun or with smoke
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